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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE    
 

LawBase Now Delivers Enhanced Exchange Integration 
Enhancement allows for increased mobile functionality and greater efficiency  

 
January 10, 2013 – Synaptec Software, Inc. – the developer of LawBase, the leading case and matter 
management system designed to increase productivity – announces enhanced integration with Microsoft 
Exchange. Now, LawBase users can originate calendar items using their Outlook calendars and those 
appointments will flow back into their LawBase calendar, including calendar events created on a smartphone.  
 
 LawBase has long had a bi-directional calendar integration where calendar items initiated in LawBase 
sync to Exchange, saving users the trouble of duplicate calendar entries in both the LawBase and Outlook 
calendars. Those entries can be edited in Outlook, and the changes will flow back into the LawBase calendar. 
This is incredibly advantageous for users because many calendar appointments generated in LawBase are 
created by LawBase’s automated workflow, meaning they automatically appear in both LawBase and Outlook 
calendars without the need for duplicate manual entry. 

 
The enhanced integration now allows for changes to events in Outlook calendars, and also increases the 

ease of calendar item entry for users when they are away from their computers. Appointments generated via 
smartphones flow back, by way of Exchange, to that user’s LawBase calendar.  

 
“Legal professionals now rely on smartphones to replicate much of the functionality of their PC. Being 

able to add LawBase calendar entries from Outlook on a mobile device, such as a smartphone or an iPad, will 
decrease duplicate entry and save time while also ensuring that no appointment is overlooked,” says Synaptec 
Software President Phil Homburger. “This added functionality makes the optional Exchange integration even 
more intuitive and efficient for lawyers and staff who rely on Outlook for email and calendaring.” 
  
The enhancement is part of the popular Outlook/Exchange integration with LawBase and will be available 
immediately to all clients.  
 
  
About Synaptec Software, Inc. 
 
Synaptec Software, Inc. (www.lawbase.com) is the developer of the LawBase case and matter management 
software package. A veteran company in the software field, Synaptec has more than 30 years of experience in 
developing the most adaptable, intuitive case and matter management product on the market today. LawBase is 
currently being used by thousands of users in law firms, Fortune 500 corporate legal departments and 
government agencies nationwide.  
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